
A TRIBUTE— 
(in silent commemoration)— 

to our lady (Notre Dame) 
Who in all good faith brought us here 
And dropped us at Destiny's door—
And retired to the parlor for 
sherry and canasta— 
while naked urchins played 
mumbly-peg in the alleys.„ 

A beacon—a solitary beam 
cutting the darkness of the 
velvet n ight— 

Solitary— a lonely watchman 
Uttering its soliloquy to the stars. 

I — singular, alone, afraid. 
Reduced to the nothingness by the 
staring eye of the world— 
naked exposed. 
A singular creature 

	i. 

The Unattainable is only a step 
higher than the Mundane. 

by Janet Strickland 

Caught in a moment— 
with time only to question; 

wishing to leave 
but mores°, to think. 

Too many people— 
some ignorant 

few sincere 
many apathetic 

over 
around 

back again, again, . . *again 
Sense of purpose falters in a semi-shallow existence. 

memory is the only proof (as such) 
of another moment, once 

of happy contemplation. 
Revolution springs from hope 
Frustration simmers 

in a cycle of ambiguity. 
Again, he says— 

be. 
by Judy Prochorchik 

I was awakened by honeybees as 
They mechanically droned off 
to assault the fresh cache of nectar 
left in the buds by the morning dew. 

The same taste you left me with 
was now being carried back on a thousand 
fragile wings to be offered to the royalty 
which will flourish off the crystal wine. 

Buzzily you reign over your world 
demanding your court servants return 
to you that which you took from the comb; 
scattered among the flowers in the 
early morning mist. 

by Steve Swoboda 

TODAY 

today 
came all wrong 

at precisely 
the moment 

it should have 
arrived 

where 
it 

belonged 
just 

like 
today 
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came all right 
where it should have 

which was fine 
with 

yesterday 
and 

tomorrow 
and me too. 


